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4.8.3 - Computer - Pages 227-228

What is the intent of this Rule Proposal?

To make the rule reflect current technology.

Proposed Amendment

The rule can basically be the same as the EFI 4.8.2 proposal.
Allow the use of reactive functions.
This allows engine protection and other features to be used. Keep traction control and slew rate
ignition control prohibited.
Just have data logger and delay sections.
Amend Data logging section to allow ECU or VMS systems to log as long as any data from
accelerometers, motion detectors, vehicle speed sensors and suspension travel sensors are to
used for logging only and not any functions.
Stand alone systems to operate as current rules.

Classes Effected

All classes
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How does, or can, this rule proposal protect participants and spectators?

Not a safety rule.

How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing?

Allows engine protection features to be utilised. Potentially reducing engine damage and
downtimes at race tracks.
Integrates data logging into units that are already on vehicles without the need for standalone
systems.
This reduces the amount of sensor/ wiring and modules a car needs. And generally gives more
comprehensive data to the competitor.

What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets?

As stated above.
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How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition?

Same rule for every one.

Describe how the rule proposal is practical and encforcable.

ANDRA has access to any data.

Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors.

It is an optional rule but most competitors already utilise.
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